TURN TODAY’S
STUDENTS INTO
TOMORROW’S
ENGINEERS
Starting with a FREE 3-hour
virtual challenge from and
and

Amazon Future Engineer and CoderZ share the same mission: Preparing
students for successful careers with a strong CSTEM foundation. So we set
up a partnership that does just that with a free program that includes the
Amazon Cyber Robotics Challenge, plus a live virtual ﬁeld trip, and extensive
Title 1 grants to schools across the US. This is a one of a kind opportunity to
spark students’ engagement and bring real-world industry to every class.

START HERE

Suitable for teachers
of all backgrounds

No prior knowledge
required for students

Easy intro to computer
science and robotics

Foundational STEM ﬂuency
with practical application
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Transport students into an Amazon
warehouse where they get to put
computer science into action!

3-Hour Virtual Tour Includes:
Gamiﬁed coding challenges and collaborative
activities using a virtual Amazon Hercules robot.
Teacher resources that make instruction simple,
regardless of CS background.
The opportunity to hear two Amazon Future Engineer
Scholarship winners share their own personal journeys into CS.

Bonus Activity:
LIVE Virtual Field Trip
Once students have completed the three-hour computer science
experience, they can take a LIVE virtual ﬁeld trip of an Amazon Fulﬁllment
Center, which shows them how coding, computational thinking, and 21st
Century skills are applied everyday by Amazon engineers.

Students always ask, “when will I use this?” This tour answers
just that while igniting a passion for STEM, CS, and CTE.

REGISTER FOR TOUR

Title 1 School?
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You’re Entitled!

Amazon and CoderZ know that access and exposure are the biggest barriers
to students’ interest in STEM, especially in underserved communities. To
address this, Amazon is also pledging to underwrite the cost of CoderZ for
up to 100,000 students in Title 1 schools across the country.

Here’s what the funded curriculum oﬀers:
100+ hours of gamiﬁed learning activities for grades 4-12
Proven approach to developing coding and core STEM skills
Enrichment of critical life skills - collaboration, creativity, and critical thinking
Scaﬀolded curriculum aligned to NGSS & CSTA standards
Built-in reporting of student progress for diﬀerentiated instruction
Guided resources so any teacher can integrate CoderZ without a CS background
Realistic virtual robots that bring instruction to life

Help lead the computer science revolution today!

LEARN MORE

